MEN ARE IDIOTS!

Solely males, have massively suppressed the highest socio-intellectual potential
development of our hominin to human species, by at least 100,000 to 500,000
years; and possibly by up to two million years.

‘ON’
‘The Survival Under-Development Of The Socio-Intellectual Potential Of
The Homo Sapiens Species’
By Means Of The Species’ Inferior Male Innate/Genetic Socio-Intellectual Potential Survival
Capacities;

RELATIVE TO
The Species’ Superior Female Innate/Genetic Socio-Intellectual Potential Survival Capacities
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To: Lucy Australopithecus-Afarensis. “Lucy, I owe you all that I am”.
‘2014 BREAKING PRESS’
THIS SOCIOBIOLOGY TREATISE IS NOW PROVEN BY THE BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL (BMJ)
The Treatise was presented honouring International Women's Day 2012!
It is now fully proven as scientific FACT in 2014 by the British Medical Journal
www.bmj.com/content/349/bmj.g7094
HEAR THE BMJ FULL SCIENTIFIC DISCUSSION: >> AUDIO LINK.

For
One of the most courageous young women -ever existing in human history:

Malala Yousafzai
We can never repay the contribution Malala has made to human society and Malala’s monumental
contribution to the highest ideals of the purest isonomy in our fragile ‘regrettably’ male controlled world
is unparalleled. Malala is cited among TIME Magazine’s 'The 100 Most Influential People In The World',
has been awarded an international day of recognition Malala Day, and is the 2014 Nobel Peace Prize
Laureate, making her the youngest to ever be considered for the most prestigious award. Malala also
received the Tipperary International Peace Award and the European Parliament's Sakharov Prize for
freedom of thought. In terms of historical events Malala’s work, struggle and actual achievements are
unparalleled; Malala’s full address to the United Nations General Assembly was stunning in its content,
delivery and impact.
In true comparative historical perspective, Malala has by far, now even eclipsed the famed Abraham
Lincoln Gettysburg Address and Malala’s stunning oratory stands as among the most powerful of any
woman or man of history. Lincoln’s speech similarly was about the futility of violence and killing but was
limited to mere stupid men pointlessly killing mere stupid men on a battlefield. A battlefield that is
inevitable with all of the stupidly male constructed institutionalised-adversarial and non-participative
utterly political systems in humanity. Malala’s eloquent and deeply touching speech was far more
fundamental; and about half of the human race. It was for the entire feminine gender of humanity and
our women and girls who will not accept this vilest behaviour. No human ever should.
2012 Dedication Tribute

To The Women of Australia: International Women’s Day 2012.
Go well, women of Australia; we are at the cusp of ‘The Tertiary Ascendancy of the female Homo Sapiens’.
Solely males, have massively suppressed the highest socio-intellectual potential development of our
hominin to human species, by at least 100,000 to 500,000 years; and possibly by up to two million years.

Survival Intelligence
Natural selection is the gradual natural process by which changing biologically inherited traits become
either more or less common in any living population. This is a function of the effect of these inherited traits
on the differential reproductive success of organisms interacting with their environment or living habitat.
These innate behavioural traits assisting continued survival (e.g. nest building in birds); are passed on
through genes. It is a key mechanism of evolution, facilitating the development of aids to combat the
challenges against living itself, (e.g. tortoises growing shells as protection against threats to life) and
adapting to new living resources opportunities (e.g. changing to new more nutritious food supplies
presented). The greatest accelerating propellant of superior hominin to human evolution, was a vastly
accelerated Survival Intelligence, as the key survival trait. If you will, the potency for powerful intellectual
capacity to utterly understand the universe of threats and opportunities presented by the external
environment. As a propellant of superior evolutionary adaptation, Survival Intelligence eclipses all or any
other inherited possible biological traits (i.e. size, strength, weaponry, technology etc.); of all organisms
competing in the similar habitat ranges based on oxygen, water, vegetation, shelter resources availability.
Superior or inferior Survival Intelligence (SI) of or within a species, is a rating of its, or its members’,
comparative survival potential; within the universe of resources availability and/or threats existence ranges
of its entire living habitat. The SI factor is the highest driver there is in total survival potential, because it is
a measure of the highest possible awareness of ALL those resources potentially available and ALL those
threats potentially existing. The term intelligence is used to denote the profoundest intellectual
understanding of those entire universes of survival benefits and/or risks that will ensure the continuity of
future generations of any species. The comparative notion exists to indicate an individual or group
propensity to display innate superior intellectual endowment (SI), over other individuals and/or other groups
or competitors.
The existing female Homo Sapiens’ innate distinctively superior (relative to males) Survival Intelligence
displayed now; is evidence absolute that this higher female SI was the sole catalyst for the Hominin
species to initially take its seven million year old, initial and continuing monumental leap from pure
territorially competing animals to socially cooperative humans. This immense accelerated leap; refers to
and includes the entire varying Hominin lineages (prehuman forms); with close genetic links to Homo
Sapiens. This far superior female over male Survival Intelligence was not just present and active as a
driver to our species dominance in the seven million year old Sahelanthropus tchadensis form, it applies
to the female in each of the species’ forms and in every step of successive generations of these evolving
species. It was and is the sole fundamental profound evolutionary driver of all the collective species taking
the species to absolute intellectual dominance over all life forms on earth.
This phenomenal accelerated biological leap, was due solely to the female’s genetically intrinsic higher
order (relative to males) Survival Intelligence (SI) and potential for using this prowess across the available
universe of environmental survival application capacities. This is a most powerful biologically superior
endowment; still markedly evident; and operating as profoundly today in all societies as it has throughout
the entire hominin to-human evolution.
The highest survival success potential for any living species, consists solely of the extent of its intellectual
awareness of the entire universe of both the existing and potential resources and shelters available to it;
and existing and potential threats within its external environment. Threats may be either the threat of loss
of existing and potential habitat resources and shelters, or threats to them by direct predators.
However, there is a need to further fully define the notion of SI because the awareness alone of resources
and shelter availability and threats existence, is not the driving success factor of a species facing these
limitations or challenges to survival. The SI factor must be understood to mean the highest possible
potential capacity for highest order intellectual capability, to exploit the entire universe of resources
availability or ameliorate the entire universe of threats existence. This includes whatever an ever changing
habitat may present at its greatest threat extremes; catastrophe, weather, disease, famine, etc.
This superior absolute intellectual awareness intelligence, consists of an absolute understanding of its
entire range of existing and potential nurturing resources provisions presented for survival exploitation.
Furthermore, it also covers absolute awareness of the universe of its existing and potential resources
possible limitations and of the universe of possible direct threats to both the organism and its nurturing
resources presented. In addition, this innate intelligence is profoundly more developed by the clearest
understanding of the potential universe of changing threats and resources potential and opportunities
presented. The environment is never static; it’s always massively changing and living organisms react to
these changes and adapt or they perish.

This superior SI endowment possession (by females over males) of higher intellectual capacity for survival
resources exploitation and threats amelioration; was the innate intelligence to see the survival reality in its
totality, with utmost crystal clarity. Furthermore, it was and is the capacity to also profoundly understand it
acutely; and to apply both this powerful insight and understanding; to all elements life, growth,
development and living. The intensive social application of superior female SI is the sole factor that further
accelerated this mass survival progress to species dominance.
This superior female Survival Intelligence and its applied absolute capacities, is the antithesis of the very
limited, narrow and inferior Survival Intelligence driver markers, regrettably operating in the range of
diverse potential survival capacities of the male, of the entirety of these Hominin to Human species. All of
the males of all of the evolving species had and (have and have always had) a lower SI than females.
The superior SI prevalence in females is ‘order of magnitude’ superior to that possessed by and operating
in all males; at all levels of evolutionary development of our hominin and homo sapiens, predecessor and
contemporary species. And this is evident across all cultures now and ever since the emergence of modern
Homo Sapiens.
Moreover, there was/is the female equivalent complementary high-impact effective SI capacity, to develop,
apply and transfer this innate intellectual superiority, directly to our offspring. This was and is,
accomplished in the most powerful biological vector developmental medium possible for any living
organism; socio-intellectual development of offspring during formative pre-adolescent development.
This specific and unique, superior SI trait or marker possessed by females over males, is the intellectual
capacity, to ‘realise’ the immense compound benefits that arise from high-order social cooperation and
resources sharing; in addressing the entire universe of any and all barriers to and opportunities for survival;
that can arise in life and the environmental habitat. It is the unique, and truest highly intellectual feminine
isonomy expressed in all potential human endeavour.
All organisms live under this limited earth-planet environmental habitat challenge paradigm, and survival
potential and superiority is immensely magnified by the existence of intelligence in high-order
environmental resource availability and threat awareness. This innate powerful survival reality-awareness
capacity is profoundly magnified by the realisation and application of cooperative and sharing joint
approaches to enhance existing resource exploitation and overcoming existing, new and emerging survival
threat potential. The powerful SI trait so dominant in females is the utter awareness of survival benefits of
marshalling cooperative resources effort and sharing.
Females alone, across all the developing species, and all cultures; due to their superior Survival
Intelligence and cooperative sharing capacities, initially recognised and developed and applied and taught
the profound benefits derived from high-order social cooperation and sharing that propelled the species to
evolutionary superior dominance over all living competitors. The relative notion of females possessing this
innate gift to superior levels over males is still evident in the Homo Sapiens species even to this day in all
human societies, there is no exception.
All females cooperate and share to a far greater extent than do males, in any culture of any society. In fact
males have and still do subjugate females socially, via social structures specifically designed by males
solely for this purpose. Religious, political, corporate structures are examples; unequal leadership roles
(male only religious leadership) unequal pay etc. etc. are examples. It is deliberate, discriminatory and
utterly impedes and sets back social development potential. All human institutions are initially male
designed and constructed by males; all facilitate power they lust for. All institutions facilitate and indeed
provide a means of power, division, corruption, discrimination; subjugation, domination. Religion is the
greatest of the corruptible institutions; it has no match or competitor. And this is why ALL politicians
infiltrate these most corruptible institutions to establish, maintain and grow their support power base.
In conjunction with such superior female beneficial SI potential and applied beneficial social modal
behaviours; was also recognised, developed and transferred, the inextricably inter-connected diverse
range of physical dexterity motor skills required to master functions in the physical environment. The range
of these skills includes opposable thumb grip dexterity accelerated development (over all primates),
capacities to craft living aids, seeds processing, functional weaving etc. etc. These powerful evolutionary
accelerators were realised, developed, perfected solely by the female and passed directly on to all
offspring; in infancy to adolescence when their developing minds and bodies were most capable of
absorbing this advantageous SI information and learning.

This great advance was even further accelerated, via female’s superior genetic endowment of facilitating
and teaching most powerful cooperative social behaviours and skills across the full spectrum of daily
physical, social, and abstract representative (artistic) endeavours. This presented a vastly beneficial
mechanism or process for developing and communicating abstract ideas. This superior SI consequently
vastly accelerated language, communication, writing, social rules, collaboration. Tomorrow’s plans could
be thought of tonight in abstract discussions, communicated, agreed; in the cave; and executed tomorrow.
The intellectual revolution had begun; innately in the female; the vastly superior female SI driver was the
sole initial (and massively accelerated even today); survival propellant.
The salient point is, although males also transferred some physical environmental adaption skills (e.g.
hunting/fishing skills) to male offspring; that was quite latent in intellectual development. The profoundest
gifts to a socio-intellectual brain potential formation is solely in its formative developmental phase; aged
infancy to adolescence; well prior to later male/female role model adoption (hunting/fishing roles). Females
possessed and taught all these great SI ‘intellectual’ endowments across the entire range of human
development. Its depth and breadth covered thought, creativity, ideas, philosophy, art, song, aesthetics
cooperation, compassion etc.
Males could only (latently) teach hunting/fishing skills to offspring anyway because females had already
initially taught the entire range of abstract thinking, physical dexterity (hand use) communicating, skills etc.
for a prior full nine years in infancy to adolescence. Males merely added to these. The ‘force’ was the
female. The immense accumulation of all senses stimulatory formation, language, abstract conceptual
thinking communication and memory; was passed on solely by females in force; at this most powerful
infant to adolescent stage of life.
The abstract representative (artistic) field was among the most influential forces operating, because it also
produced the capacity to form abstract ideas in advance, to intellectually represent them in thought, and
drawn and used to plan further survival activity to be executed. This in itself caused the species to develop
complex complementary communication skills massively accelerating advancement and to assist the
species to soar in its own right and above over all competitors; leaving all creatures of the earth in its
evolutionary wake.
This fundamentally powerful intrinsic superior intellectual capability and teaching and transferral capacity,
was the sole accelerating trigger to make the species intelligent, cooperative, sharing, educated,
dexterous, technologically advanced, compassionate, understanding, safe; and consequently, triumphant;
over all other species. SI was intrinsically more dominant, realised, developed and instilled solely by
females.
Males neither possessed this gene based superior intellectual capacity to the profound degree intrinsically
applying to females, nor realised it nor deployed it to the profoundly deep extent that females did and do.
Females did and do this by initially possessing it intrinsically, by recognising its massively advantageous
potency, and by developing it and nurturing it and applying it to the vast range of social and life skill
applications and abstract communication means across the entire range of daily behaviours.
Furthermore; its efficacy was manifold more effective than males’ narrow transfer of very limited skills (e.g.
hunting/fishing). Relatively speaking the higher order female SI was and is a profoundly greater gift and
survival accelerant. This is because females solely did and do this for offspring in the captive attentive and
information absorbing years of intelligence formation development as babies and children.
Survival accelerated utility for any organism, lies in cooperation and sharing over confrontation. It
fundamentally, massively magnifies productivity and accelerates, the potential to address and overcome all
ranges of survival barriers in the randomly varied and continually evolving, living changing environment,
(which includes the cellular and sub-cellular world within all organisms).
Any species or organism’s success in nature is measured by its capacity to deal with the universe of
opportunities and barriers presented and impacting its survival potential. The barriers are faced externally
from the natural world, (climate, environment, catastrophe, predation etc.) or internally; (disease,
parasitical). No species in existence has matched the profound capabilities of the hominin to human line, in
mastery of its entire range of survival barriers; there was solely one driver in the hominin/human line that
drove our species to its spectacular success and dominance; that driver is the superior intellectual capacity
or SI, of the female across the entire hominin to human line.

Males’ evolutionary lower Survival Intelligence and less effective technology/skills developments (tools’
weapons, etc.) drove the very narrow less effective and transitory territorial-resources based traits of
confrontation over cooperation. It then displayed and still displays now in them, as the more prevalent (and
clinically demonstrated) 'Obsolete Monkey-Gene'. This tragic fact caused a most massive impedance to
and setback of the development the human race by at least 100,000 to 500,000 years; and possibly by up
to two million years across the entire hominin to human journey.
The astoundingly unique, biologically phenomenal accelerated leap across the Survival Intelligence chasm;
occurred only in hominins to humans, and solely by and through the superior SI of females/women; and
within the family social unit alone. It occurred solely where women forged, established, developed and
transferred this superior intrinsic intelligence trait endowment, directly to our babies and children and
families; and consequently to us all today; as mass socially cooperative and sharing beneficiaries.

Natural selection acts to preserve and accumulate advantageous SI genetic accelerators, not for
dominance over any other competing species, but solely in reaction to the massive and increasing
challenges in the constant struggle for survival of any organism itself. It is survival against all the myriad
and massive hurdles that an unstable and dynamic and changing natural environment constantly throws
at all living organisms. This unending and unrelenting struggle in nature, is waged against us through a
plethora of life barriers, externally (environmental), and internally (cellular); and to then allow us through
procreation; to pass on these valuable genetically developed and imbued SI accelerators to our offspring.
Strength, power, size, consumption, hunting, competitor elimination, resource control, power etc. are
narrow territorial and merely raw resource-based (food, water, shelter) and transitory survival benefits.
They are lower order physical survival benefits as attributes, and they cannot sustain any species
indefinitely. And they never have; the biggest and strongest mammals (including Hominins and dinosaurs)
have now all long gone.
All prior major species in the earth’s history, dinosaurs, mammoths etc. succumbed to pressures and
failed survival by relying on these lesser territorial resource based and utterly transitory and mere
physical survival traits. The reason for their relegation to evolutionary oblivion; is that nature changes
constantly and these raw, territorial resource-based mere physical traits rely on a constant and stable
resources supply. This stability never happens in nature, ever; anywhere on earth or in the universe.
These lesser territorial based resources linked physical traits merely lock up dependence upon status quo
territorially linked resources supply dominance and actually contribute to future failure. The failure
consequently becomes guaranteed; as species lock in to and effect gene change of dependence on these
resources that are always transitory. The guaranteed survival failure is then merely a matter of time,
when the transitory resources ultimately disappear; with massive environmental change, e.g. ice age
glaciation, desertification, destruction of rain forest food resources etc.
The entire universe of environmental threats to a species comes from far wider ranges of risks than
merely territorial raw resource-based (food, water, shelter) needs. It includes immense ranges of threats
from disease, mutations, climate, predation, inter-species cooperation failure (host/parasitical
dependence etc.) and a myriad of variations and continuing changes. It is never stable over time.
Therefore, the dominant and highest potential endowment trait to any species, is innate Survival
Intelligence, to quickly and successfully adapt to any changes that may and will eventuate. This SI trait
provides scope for a species to see the entire changes and most importantly to fully intellectually
understand them and suitably react. Mass resources productivity increases derived from farming over
hunting is an example. The superior SI endowment also has the matching potential capacity to establish,
develop, plan stunningly effective adaptive responses to either obliterate the threat (e.g. polio control)
etc. or render it irrelevant (e.g. ultra violet ray block creams, eliminating Melanoma skin cancers
frequently causing death).

To sum; this superior, profound comparative evolutionary cooperative sharing Survival Intelligence

endowment over territorial dominance or any physical endowments was far more prominent in the
hominin to human species female than the male. It therefore rapidly accelerated us to absolute
species dominance; in fact it was the cause. The reason is, cooperation, safety protection, sharing
helping; deliver monumental survival benefits that far outweigh
combative/competitive conquering traits so regrettably dominant in males.
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The absolute survival potential of any species, accelerates profoundly due to cooperation and sharing;
rather than competition/confrontation. And these profoundly innate gifts of Survival Intelligence are further
grown and enhanced by education compassion, empathy, understanding, the other great companion
benefit gifts that females innately possess in profound abundance over males.
Solely Hominin to Homo Sapiens species females innately possessed and developed our massively
functional superior SI survival advantage over all species and our offspring inherited this magnificent
advantage and passed it on to our forebears and to us. We continue this powerful endowment accelerator
today where our families are the source of massive transfer of the female led intellectual (SI) prowess we
display in all endeavours and in all walks of life. The inferior (lower SI) members of the entire competing
hominin species gradually died out, leaving only our far superior (higher SI) members of the Homo Sapiens
species.
Female’s/women’s contribution alone was and is the initial kernel; and the superior social/intellectual
infrastructure base to establish and develop and transmit these massively advantageous SI gifts to our
species’ offspring. This profound contribution to our social and material welfare and accelerated
development throughout human evolution is their exquisite legacy. Brava! to women; for humanity.
The human higher success traits of intelligence, education, compassion, understanding, cooperation,
sharing, empathy and safety alone, propelled us on the massively accelerated path to intelligent
development that eclipsed any species in the Earth’s four billion year history. Female contribution and
effort was (and still is) the sole catalyst to further higher Survival Intelligence, and accelerated social order
in Human Evolution.
Our species has triumphed solely by female’s-women’s profound SI contribution; not men’s (almost
exclusively universal) contribution of competition, violence, aggression, exclusion, genocide, war, killing,
fighting, division, dispute, annihilation rape and elimination. These almost male-exclusive gene traits that
massively impede and set back our social and species development potential. All women could exhibit this
behaviour; they just don’t. There is no such thing as misogyny, patriarchy, gender-based violence, familybased violence; it is MALE VIOLENCE.
Our species has never been assisted by the ‘hideous male ego-centric myth’ of men allegedly protecting us
from imminent and mortal threat from ‘other-species’ predators, e.g. lions, dinosaurs etc. Our far higher
intelligence over other species, always kept that from happening, at all stages of our evolution; it was never
a threat.
Tragically the greatest ever survival mortal threat has always come not from any other predators at all, but
solely from other males/men, conducting violence, aggression, exclusion, genocide, war, killing, fighting,
division, dispute, annihilation rape and elimination. Just look around you now. There are some sorry female
exceptions of course but are utterly negligible. Sadly men inherited these redundant lower order, animal
retrograde traits/behaviours and regrettably negatively deploy them still, over the greater innate gifts of
intelligence and cooperation and sharing in women and routinely displayed by them.
The capacity for this retrograde deployment is massively enhanced in socially organised resource
multiplying institutional structures of religion, politics, sports and corporations etc. Religion is the vilest of all
of these for its fundamental capacity to be utterly hijacked my males for its power delivery that attracts
them and its vilest propensity to divide societies and cultures and generate suspicion, difference, fear; war.
Thankfully we are currently experiencing ‘The Tertiary Ascendancy Of The Homo Sapiens Female’, now
fundamentally changing these destructive tendencies. These positive changes are being taken by
females/women taking more leadership roles in these social organisation structures.
The ‘Primary Ascendancy Of The Hominin to Homo Sapiens Female’ occurred and was driven solely in
their hands in the family unit, when our initial Hominin species left the trees for the open savannah; a
monumental beginning to massively accelerated evolutionary superior development. Solely
females/women caused this. It happened through both their efforts then alone; and through their higher
order innate intelligence (SI) to drive cooperation, communication, sharing and education. We are all
deeply in such debt we can never repay.

The ‘Secondary Ascendancy Of The Homo Sapiens Female’ occurred from the 20th century solely in our
great human female leader’s hands such as Yoko Ono, Flo Kennedy, Nawal El Saadawi, Germaine
Greer, Gloria Steinem, Faye Wattleton et al; when they valiantly demanded and fought for the vital
importance of love and sharing; and achieved the breathtaking lawful recognition for equality; in all walks of
life. They are the great heroes of contemporary society giving massive equity to individuals and to all of
society and enhancing democratic potential.
The ‘Tertiary Ascendancy Of The Homo Sapiens Female’ is occurring now. Solely through women again,
taking major leadership roles in law, social politics, journalism, corporate life, etc. This is happening with
profoundest intellectual capacity of leaders, such as one of the most courageous young women ever
existing in human history: Malala Yousafzai, and including, Tina Minkowitz, Kalki Koechlin, Hannah
Dawson, Nancy Cartwright, Alice Slater, Mona Eltahawy Rebecca Solnit, Manal al-Sharif, Angie
Hobbs; Fatou Bensouda, Aung San Suu Kyi, Julia Gillard , Penny Wong, Leigh Sales, Laura Tingle,
Cameron Russell, Madonna, Ruby Hamad, Eve Ensler, Barbara Smuts, Naomi Wolf, Joanna
Kavenna, Sally Kohn and many, many others.
We are on the brink of our greatest advance in human evolution and civil society due to women’s
contribution alone, and it is recognised, celebrated and honoured. We are in the deepest debt to women.
MALE/FEMALE SOCIAL BEHAVIOURS
Females could; but just do not indulge in the almost exclusively male-centric negative antisocial scale of
commission/creation of rape, armies, genocides, mass shootings, criminal gang massacres, road rage,
riots, wars, ritual tribal cannibalism, race-hangings, weapons of mass-destruction, slavery, plunder, social
structures of religions, corporations, sports, armies, dictatorships and caste structures that deliberately
divide and accentuate competition, human differences, discrimination or exclusion. These are almost
exclusive male-centric concocted negative drivers of society; solely for resources control and
accumulation. For power. Few females lead in building these male-centric potentially antisocial
organisations and behaviours; males originate almost exclusively all them, and AGGRESSIVELY dominate
all of them.
The biological reason for this innate male aggression?
‘THE OBSOLETE MONKEY-GENE’.
We were long ago solely utterly reliant on territorial control for critical territory provided survival resources
supply to survive, (food, resources, shelter protection). The need to dominate 'territory' and accumulate
more/all resources to compete against other species and our own species was once powerful and useful
for survival.
We were long ago pure territorial resources survival animals, no different than all the other species of Earth
life anywhere. Higher order Survival Intelligence (SI) made this Obsolete Monkey-Gene behaviour trait
redundant for survival. In fact it makes high social development utterly impeded and set back by its use. It
is comparatively destructive, whereas cooperation and sharing increases scarce resources massively.
That now obsolete territorial survival driver operated across all species and Natural Selection pressures
forced all our hominin to human ancestor species reliant upon these territorial-linked resources to develop
techniques for accumulation of resources to ensure generational survival. Resources accumulation
occurred in food production and storage, societal plunder (invasions), farming, livestock production etc.
This massive benefit lifted the hominin to human species out of being solely tied to territorial fundamental
resources supply and even seasonal production reliance. The vastly superior female SI factor accelerated
the ability to exploit this; in fact it caused it and drove it with a vastly accelerated pace by passing it on
rapidly to offspring in the SI formative years.
It also directly caused the second revolution in rapid evolutionary biology; the Resources Accumulation
Revolution that produces far more than can be consumed and which can then be stored and later
consumed. Reliance upon territory and seasons therefore became utterly redundant, a stark indicator of
this fact is the mortality rate from obesity exceeds that of starvation in 2013.

The first evolutionary biological revolution (as stated) was the innate female facilitated SI revolution. This
second Resources Accumulation Revolution commenced by developing the means to grow and store
animal/vegetable foods by primitive technologies and to acquire more territory and to plunder and although
obsolete for sustainable survival; this ‘limitless-greed’ non-sharing and all conquering gene inherited action
has continued to be driven almost exclusively for and by males. Once mass resources production is
possible, there is no limit to how much production can occur. It manifests across all male centric social
behaviours as the mind altering brew of power lust. This is why all corruptible institutions were invented by
males and why mainly males head them.
This obsolete territorially linked resources accumulation limitless-greed accelerator, grows exponentially
with science and technology and deeply infects the mind of males. It was greatly accelerated by the
industrial revolution and the invention and accumulation of money, and the markets; these the greatest
accelerators of all of resources production and excessive accumulation. The common wealth is shared far
less by males.
It's utterly redundant now to help society grow, in fact it’s destructive, cooperation and sharing boosts
production far more and but MEN revert to this obsolete Monkey-Gene mentality innately as a ‘firstresponse’ in all their behaviours for all resources control in all markets. It is power lust. They deploy it in
planning for life and in reacting to almost all of life’s challenges. It is an obsolete gene trait operand
inherited from the far distant evolutionary past, that is completely out of synchronisation with the greatest
naturel selection benefit of cooperation and sharing. Men drive this like an obsession.
The Monkey-Gene can be decoupled. Mahatma Gandhi, Nelson Mandela, Martin Luther King Jr.,
Ziauddin Yousafzai and John Lennon did it! Men, we are the only enemy, decouple your Obsolete
Monkey-Gene!
What is this about?
Winning is territorial dominance alone; this life is about achieving, not winning.
Men, you are the only enemy; ever! You are at war, only with yourself!
Wake up, we can decouple our ‘Obsolete Monkey-Gene’!
Women of Earth, be patient with ‘we males’, although we inherited these ‘lower-order’ competition and
annihilation-based non-sustainable ‘territorial resources accumulation’ traits, we are capable of being
educated and we’ll ‘get-it’ one day; with a little help from our best-friends (you).

Men, you are the only enemy; ever! Wake up, we can decouple our ‘Obsolete Monkey-Gene’!

www.menareidiots.net

Only Yoko, Helped John Decouple His ‘Obsolete Monkey-Gene’!
Yoko Ono and John Lennon stopped the Vietnam War! War Is Over, If You Want It!
MEN! Decouple Your ‘Obsolete Monkey-Gene’. It’s easy! Listen to our sisters, emulate them.
Do Not Stand In Front Of Women! Stand Beside Them! The Difference Is World Changing!
PHRASE OF THE MILLENNIUM
Don’t be such a

‘MALE’!

